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Project or Program Contact Information

Project/Program Name Strategic Talent Attraction Program from TMap for Northeast Indiana 

Project/Program Contact Kristen Hale

Project/Program Contact Email khale@kosciuskoedc.com

Project/Program Contact Phone (574) 318-7318

Relationship to Project/Program KEDCO Talent Program Manager

Project or Program Location

Address 102 S. Buffalo St.
Warsaw, IN 45680

County Kosciusko

Project or Program Details

What type of project/program? Programming

What is the duration of the
project/program?

3 years 

Is this a hybrid project and program? No

Select project/program focus areas.
(You can select multiple)

Grow the Workforce



Share a description of the
project/program.

TMap will work to develop and execute a talent attraction strategy focused
on 4 activities: 
1. Identify the region's talent market - building a database of most likely
targets to live and work in the region 
2. Market to Northeast Indiana talent - TMap will build a marketing
campaign using the developed database to generate a pool of qualified
candidates
3. Recruit remote workers by developing a program to incentivize and
recruit remote workers to live and work in the region
4. Recruit workforce by developing a program to create a pipeline of
workers interested in relocating to the region to live and work. 
TMap will develop a process for companies and community organizations
to recruit individuals at scale.

Why is this project/program regionally
significant? 

It's regionally significant because talent recruitment and growing the
workforce is a critical need across all 11 counties to meet or exceed our
regional goal of growing the population to one million residents. This would
be an opportunity to have access to tools and management support to
bring talent to the region and grow the population.

How does this project/program relate to
the identified focus area(s)?

It relates to the identified focus area of growing the workforce because the
program focuses on recruiting both remote workers and workers who
desire to relocate to the region.

What is the project/program timeline? 1. Planning: (3-6 months)
2. Identifying the region's talent market: (6 months)
3. Market to Northeast Indiana talent: (3-6 months)
4. Recruit remote workers: (6 months)
4. Recruit workforce to relocate to the region: (6 months)

Note - TMap has already identified a pool of candidates who have
expressed interest in relocating and working remotely in the region.

List the partners involved in this
project/program.

11 counties including LEDOs from each county and boards of
commissioners.

Project or Program Finances

What is the total amount of READI
program funds requested?

243,600

Upload a file with project/program
finances.

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840794

What is the sustainability of the
project/program? Share your 3-year
plan.

As a demonstration program, it could be sustained by private investment if
counties choose to continue, or the program could end after 3 years.

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840794


Describe the return on investment for
this project/program.

Based on numbers from TMap, developed in partnership with an
economics professor at Indiana University, the avg. income for a remote
worker is $97k with incremental tax revenue of $12k, and avg. incremental
consumer spending of $60k (year one).

Project or Program Assets

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 1)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840797

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 2)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840798

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 3)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840799

If you would like to share more images
or assets, please share a link to the
material here.

https://www.makemymove.com/research/makemymove-remote-worker-sur
vey-results

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840797
https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840798
https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10991840799
https://www.makemymove.com/research/makemymove-remote-worker-survey-results
https://www.makemymove.com/research/makemymove-remote-worker-survey-results


TMap
215 E 38th St.
Indianapolis, IN 46205
Mike Rutz
317.698.6599

Strategic Talent Attraction
Northeast Indiana

July 16th, 2021

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

TMap is a technology company formed to help communities develop and execute
strategies to attract talent. TMap uses data and state-of-the-art consumer marketing to
target, engage and recruit top talent.

We have accumulated a database of  more than 80,000,000 U.S. professionals with more
than 40% of those working remotely. Investing in deep resume history for the talent in
our database, we’ve been able to identify the career path patterns and life event triggers
that indicate when candidates are likely to make a move. However, our unique expertise
is in targeting the talent who have an affinity for your specific community and making
them likely candidates to relocate to your region. In short, we can find the right
candidates at the right time.

TMap will work with the 11 county Northeast Indiana Region to develop and execute a
talent attraction strategy focusing on 4 activities:

1. Identifying the Northeast Indiana talent market: TMap will create a database of
individuals who are the most likely targets to be recruited to live and work in
Northeast Indiana.

2. Marketing to Northeast Indiana talent: TMap will execute a highly targeted
marketing campaign using this database to generate a pool of qualified
candidates to be recruited through programs like remote worker incentives or
tech community recruiting.

3. Remote worker recruiting: TMap will develop an end-to-end program that will
incentivize and recruit remote workers to live and work in the 11 counties in the
Northeast Indiana Region.

4. Workforce recruiting: TMap will develop a program to create a pipeline of
workers who are interested in relocating to Northeast Indiana to work for
employers in Northeast Indiana.  We will develop a process for companies and the



community to recruit these individuals at scale to grow the population and
workforce.

1. Identifying the Northeast Indiana Talent Market

TMap will use the following process to develop a database of talent specific to Northeast
Indiana:

Task Description

Identify
Supplementary
Data Sources

TMap will work with the leadership of Northeast Indiana to
formally establish the project objectives and identify community
stakeholders such as schools and other organizations who can
provide additional data for Northeast Indiana connected talent.

Aggregate and
Acquire Data

TMap will identify sources of data that will help us identify who
the talent are, where they are, where they work, etc. We will

collect and organize the data to create a database that can be
used for subsequent activities (including engagement and

recruiting activities).

Build the Talent
Map

TMap will use this data to build psychographic profiles of the
individuals. TMap will generate a preliminary score for each

individual in the entire list of acquired target individuals using
established ability and willingness algorithms.

Investment:

● $35,000 per year
● This data is refreshed on a quarterly basis.

2. Marketing to East-Central Indiana’s talent market

TMap will use the following process to develop a pipeline of talent specific to Northeast
Indiana and Northeast Indiana companies.  (This activity will yield qualified candidates for
the remote worker recruiting and/or workforce recruiting projects):

Task Description

Candidate
Engagement

We gather additional information for the pool, allowing us to directly
reach out to candidates within platforms such as Google, Facebook,

LinkedIn, email, etc. We’ll also utilize earned media and social promotion
to identify and engage candidates.



Candidate
Qualification

Candidates who engage and express an interest in relocating to
Northeast Indiana are screened through a series of interactions to either

qualify or disqualify the candidate.

Candidate
Presentation

Once qualified, TMap will present a curated list of candidates to
Northeast Indiana companies through the TMap candidate portal with
information including professional experience and desired timing for

relocation.

Investment:

● $8,000 - $15,000 per month

3. Remote worker incentive program

TMap will work with Northeast Indiana to build a comprehensive program that is

sustainable and successful.  This strategy will promote the region and will deliver

applicants through 11 distinct channels to 11 separate counties which are participating in

the program.

● Develop a Value Proposition
○ TMap will work with you to catalogue the inventory of assets that makes

Northeast Indiana an attractive place to live and work. Feedback we've
received from thousands of remote workers about the features they're
looking for in a new community and a competitive analysis of what other
communities are promoting will guide this exercise.

Deliverable: Northeast Indiana’s unique value proposition for remote workers

● Develop the Hook
○ Using Northeast Indiana’s asset inventory, TMap will recommend specific

details of your incentive program and begin to craft the messaging for each
county that will be deployed in your marketing campaigns.

Deliverable: Northeast Indiana’s incentive program

● Create an Online Presence
○ TMap will create an enhanced profile at MakeMyMove.com. Your profile

and relocation package will be promoted in featured placement at
MakeMyMove.com and in email communication to MakeMyMove’s
registered users.

Deliverable: Enhanced profile and promotion at MakeMyMove.com.



● Quantify the Value of a Remote Worker
○ The value of remote workers to their communities can be empirically

measured and justify investment in the acquisition activity. Using inputs
including consumer spend data and state and local tax contributions, TMap
will build an economic model that will define the value of these individuals
to the greater community.

Deliverable: Model to calculate ROI of recruited remote workers to a household
level.

● Target Audience Identification
○ TMap will work with you to identify specific target demographics (ie. remote

workers from specific industry segments, with families, income thresholds,
etc).  We’ll use this information to construct a target pool of individual
profiles.  Then we enrich each profile with data to help us prioritize and
craft custom messaging.

Deliverable: List of target recruits and key insights

● Retail Recruiting
○ TMap will conduct multi-channel (social media, email, Google Ads, PR)

campaigns aimed to attract the prioritized target pool. From these
engagements TMap will generate applicants who meet the desired
qualifications.

Deliverable: Remote worker applicants

○ TMap will assist in building processes to qualify and manage applicants.
The applicant experience is a critical piece and we’ll ensure the experience
re-enforces their desire to relocate and drive conversion.

Deliverable: Applicant journey map

● Design a Funding Strategy
○ TMap will work with you to develop a funding strategy that will support your

community’s program.  It’s critical to design an economic model that is both
sustainable and scalable so your program can grow. To do this, we help
you navigate the broad spectrum of private and public funding mechanisms
that are available.

Deliverable: Funding strategy recommendation

Investment:
● $473,000 for full program setup/management
● $2,500 commission for every relocated worker



4. Workforce recruiting program

We’ll help you set up and run a workforce recruiting program culminating in an
experience that will highlight the quality of life, and professional and personal
opportunities available when you live and work in Northeast Indiana.

This experience can be anchored by events attended by individuals who live
out-of-state/region, but have expressed a desire to relocate to Northeast Indiana.
Representatives of companies and the community would also be present to recruit these
individuals to your community and their companies.

We’ll develop a target list and execute a marketing campaign as described above, then
work with companies as described below:

Task Description

Candidate
Presentation

Once qualified, TMap will present candidates to Northeast Indiana
companies through the TMap candidate portal with information

including professional experience and desired timing for relocation.

Company
Matching

If a company chooses to engage a candidate, they will utilize the
TMap portal to express interest and TMap will facilitate an

introduction.

Recruiting and
Fulfillment

TMap will facilitate and coordinate meetings and work with
company recruiters to ensure a high acceptance rate for any

candidates who receive an offer of employment.

Investment:
● $125,000 for full program setup
● TMap will charge companies a discounted fee based on their level of participation



Remote Worker Recruiting



MakeMyMove is a full-service marketplace that 
connects high value remote workers with communities 

that want to attract them.



Why Are Remote Workers So Valuable?

● Incremental taxpayer

● Incremental consumer

● Net addition to the local talent pool

● They bring a job with them!

$92,000/yr software engineer

● $11,000 in new tax 
revenue in yr 1

● $60,000 in consumer 
spending in year 1



Services Overview

Marketplace List your community on makemymove.com. You can upgrade your 
listing to premium feature areas on the website for increased traffic.

Strategic Marketing Deploy custom campaigns to cultivate more engagement from the 
audience you want. We’ll use our data to run digital & social 
campaigns to directly reach your targets, all pointing towards your 
application funnel. 

Program Development Uncover the unique value proposition of your community. We’ll 
identify your city’s assets and use them to optimize your incentive 
package. We'll even design a funding strategy to give your program 
legs.

Program Management Move prospects. From first engagement to moving day, we'll identify, 
engage, and convert movers. 

http://www.makemymove.com


Case Study  |  West Lafayette, Indiana

We partnered with Purdue Research Foundation to create a remote worker community on Purdue 
University’s campus.

GOALS:

1. Attract entrepreneurs & technologists to growing innovation hub

2. Deliver residents to new developments in Discovery Park District

3. Grow opportunity base for Purdue graduates & companies in research park



West Lafayette, Indiana | Program Development

1. Define target pool & goals
2. Assemble partners and funding
3. Build the incentive
4. Marketing & recruiting

Partner Offering

Purdue Research Foundation $5,000 moving stipend

Purdue University Access to university libraries

Purdue Foundry Free programs: entrepreneurial services, speaker series, networking

Carr Workplaces 50% discounted coworking membership

Residential Developers $750 - $2,500 housing discounts

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v0F52EIh1VgRjAR8XMA_UhRiBopQo4Zv/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v0F52EIh1VgRjAR8XMA_UhRiBopQo4Zv/view?usp=sharing


West Lafayette, Indiana | Marketplace

We listed West Lafayette’s offer on MakeMyMove and gave it a premium feature on the homepage.

https://www.makemymove.com/
https://www.makemymove.com/
https://www.makemymove.com/get-paid/west-lafayette
https://www.makemymove.com/get-paid/west-lafayette


West Lafayette, Indiana | Strategic Marketing

MMM Users 
Email

Direct Social Digital Ads Press

5K sent emails 16.7K sent direct 
messages

Facebook:
$0.27 CPC
16% of industry 

average

Google:
$0.34 CPC
12% of industry 

average

30 press pieces

39.2% response 
rate

4.7% response rate 1000 leads 850 leads 100k+ web visits

45-day run:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HfKmSuHZbHqJdqSz8JtAA3rFxD_s9W2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HfKmSuHZbHqJdqSz8JtAA3rFxD_s9W2J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iBj0jfHL1S8lancAOZPXvKgmgKjRh6Wc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iBj0jfHL1S8lancAOZPXvKgmgKjRh6Wc/view?usp=sharing
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/16/makemymove-online-directory-of-cities-that-pay-you-to-move-there.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2021/03/16/makemymove-online-directory-of-cities-that-pay-you-to-move-there.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iQCaaxVraKMUMC8Pvh57C21WNmS41S0y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iQCaaxVraKMUMC8Pvh57C21WNmS41S0y/view?usp=sharing


West Lafayette, Indiana | Program Management

*Numbers are as of 7/4/2021

Post-Application Process*

290 qualified applications

34 signed MOUs

9 approved stipends

4 Relocated workers

➔ Average salary of signed MOUs: $88.3K

➔ Trends in current locations of applicants: 

East  20.4%

West  25%

South  18.2%

Midwest  23.9%

Outside US  12.5%

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gAg6Ly3amKocxcNhWkDQEmQYvqIVuQ1S/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gAg6Ly3amKocxcNhWkDQEmQYvqIVuQ1S/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sf2w6DAO2QTch779dA2PAVex8NENYsVf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sf2w6DAO2QTch779dA2PAVex8NENYsVf/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PQtqCPsmQZky0VF_pFNWbp0afy_XYIiM/view?usp=sharing


EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Due to the global pandemic, the number of remote workers has skyrocketed from 5
million to 60 million since March of 2020.  As the pandemic subsides, we expect over 25
million of these workers to continue to work remotely - an opportunity for communities
like yours to recruit these individuals to live and contribute in your community.

Make My Move, a subsidiary of TMap LLC, uses data and state-of-the-art consumer
marketing to target, engage and recruit top talent to communities. We have accumulated
a database of more than 80,000,000 U.S. professionals. Investing in deep resume history
for the talent in our database, we’ve been able to identify the career path patterns and
life event triggers that indicate when candidates are likely to make a move.

Our unique expertise is in targeting the talent who have an affinity for your specific
community, making them likely candidates to relocate to your region. We’ll target these
and other individuals to bring them to your community.

We specialize in remote worker recruiting because they bring their jobs with them. In
economic development terms, they are a “two-for.” They add a person to the population,
and they add a job to the overall job base. In essence, the economic value — and
therefore the power — of the job they hold has shifted from their employer to
themselves. The worker controls where that job goes. This means that talent-first
economic development is finally a practical reality that communities can deploy.

METHODOLOGY

TMap will work with your community to build a comprehensive program that is

sustainable and successful. The following summary details our process:

● Quantify the Value of a Worker

○ The value of workers to their communities can be empirically measured

and justify investment in the acquisition activity. Using inputs including

consumer spend data and state and local tax contributions, we will build an

economic model that will define the value of these individuals to the

greater community.



Deliverable: Model to calculate ROI of recruited workers at a household level.

● Develop a Value Proposition

○ We will work with you to catalog the inventory of assets that makes your

community an attractive place to live and work. Feedback we've received

from thousands of workers about the features they're looking for in a new

community and a competitive analysis of what other communities are

promoting will guide this exercise.

Deliverable: your community’s unique value proposition for relocated workers

● Develop the Incentive

○ Using your community’s asset inventory, TMap will recommend specific

details and begin to craft the messaging that will be deployed in your

marketing campaigns.

Deliverable: your community's incentive program

● Create an Online Presence

○ TMap will create an enhanced profile that will be promoted on

makemymove.com, and featured in email communication to registered

users.

Deliverable: Landing page and enhanced target marketing campaigns

● Target Audience Identification

○ TMap will work with you to identify specific target demographics (ie.

workers from specific industry segments, with families, income thresholds,

etc).  We’ll use this information to construct a target pool of individual

profiles.  Then we enrich each profile with data to help us prioritize and

craft custom messaging.

Deliverable: List of target recruits and key insights

● Retail Recruiting

○ TMap will conduct multi-channel (social media, email, Google Ads, PR)

campaigns aimed to attract the prioritized target pool. From these

engagements TMap will generate applicants who meet the desired

qualifications.

Deliverable: Qualified and relocatable program applicants



○ TMap will assist in building processes to qualify and manage applicants.

The applicant experience is a critical piece and we’ll ensure the experience

re-enforces their desire to relocate.

Deliverable: Documented candidate experience

● Design a Funding Strategy

○ TMap will work with you to develop a funding strategy that will support your

community’s program.  It’s critical to design an economic model that is both

sustainable and scalable so your program can grow. To do this, we help

you navigate the broad spectrum of private and public funding mechanisms

that are available.

Deliverable: Funding strategy recommendation

FAQ’s

What are some examples of community assets?  What are common considerations for

remote workers?

● Co-working
● Housing
● Schools
● Cost of Living
● Programming (Opportunities to contribute and participate in the community like

not-for-profits and charitable organizations)
● Amenities (Restaurants, Parks, Museums, Performing Arts)
● Outdoor Recreation
● Mentorship & Networking
● Child Care
● Continuing Education

Will TMap develop creative materials? Can we use an existing-relationship marketing

vendor to create the marketing materials?

Yes, we develop creative materials and have website design capabilities and expertise.  If

you already have a relationship or experience with a preferred design shop, we

recommend using your existing vendor and we will work with their team to optimize

conversion.



Do we own the marketing assets that are produced during a project?

Yes, you own any marketing assets that are developed throughout the course of the

project.

Will there be more than one target segment for marketing? Can we carve out certain

categories of candidates or certain parts of our region for this campaign? Is there

additional cost if we target multiple segments?

The target pool will consist of a variety of segments that are driven by your community’s

preferences.  There is no change in price to carve out multiple segments or or parts of

the region.

What marketing platforms will be used? What benchmarks are used to define a

successful campaign?

The specific platforms and messaging will be highly dependent on the make-up of the

target pool.  Most commonly used platforms include Linkedin, Facebook, Google and

email.  Other platforms like Reddit or Twitter can be used as well.

We work with you to establish goals and benchmarks during initial pilot planning.  We

measure every stage of the campaign by segment, platform and message:

● # of targets
● # of clicks/responses
● # of applications
● # of qualified applicants
● # of conversions

What does the candidate experience look like?

Step one is to develop a simple form for the candidates to fill out.  Additional qualification

can include verbal/zoom interviews, applications and even visits.  This is highly

dependent on the community’s preference, but we’ll design an experience that can be

managed and repeated at scale to optimize for conversion and efficiency.

Do we have access to the data?

Yes, any data that is produced during the project will be yours to keep.

What does ‘value calculation’ mean and what is the purpose – what does this serve?

This is a critical piece of the project as it justifies the investment.  TMap will conduct a

detailed analysis of the value of the remote worker for each applicant.  This value



includes components like local and state tax revenue and economic impact in the form of

consumer spending.

What does the value calculation consider?

A detailed analysis of the value of each worker to the local community and state in the

form of tax revenue, consumer spending and economic impact.  This analysis will also

include an understanding of indirect impact to the local ecosystem.

This is critical as it will help justify the investment in remote worker attraction, and will

give a precise scorecard to judge the effectiveness of the program.  In turn, if/when the

program is effective, this will allow the program to scale and grow.

Questions we’ll answer:

● How much incremental local tax revenue will we get? What is the timing of the

revenue?

● How will each individual impact the local economy? We’ll run an input/output

model based on household spending, that will give us a second view of how

spending will directly and then indirectly impact the local community.

● What are the demographic characteristics of individuals who are applying to the

program?

● What is the marginal cost of a new citizen? Marginal costs are going to be a

function of where they choose to locate and excess capacity. So X county will

have a higher marginal cost that Y county and for sure higher than say Z county

Is candidate engagement something that will require coaching and scripting for local

people to carry out effectively? Who builds the script?

The most effective programs have an individual who represents the community talk to

applicants once they’re qualified.  TMap will assist in building a script, process and

technical infrastructure for the individual applicants to be managed.  Think of this as a

similar process recruiters follow where a representative from the company interviews and

engages candidates.
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Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2021

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2022

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2023

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2024

Totals Per 
Category 

% of Total 
Expense

Acquisition/Rights-of-Way Expense  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   -$                #VALUE!
Design/Inspection Expense  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   -$                #VALUE!
Legal/Financial Expense  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   -$                #VALUE!
Infrastructure Construction Cost  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   -$                #VALUE!
Building Construction Cost  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   -$                #VALUE!
Other Construction Costs  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   -$                #VALUE!

 $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2021

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2022

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2023

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2024

Totals Per 
Category 

% of Total 
Expense

Identifying region’s talent 
market

 $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   

105,000$       #VALUE!

Marketing to Northeast Indiana 
talent

 $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $288,000 - 
$540,000  #VALUE!

Recruiting remote workers  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   700,000$       #VALUE!

Recruiting workers to relocate  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   125,000$       #VALUE!
 $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2021

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2022

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2023

Cost – Fiscal 
Year 2024

Totals Per 
Category 

% of Total 
Expense

READI  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $       243,600 20%
Other Funds $  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   -$                #DIV/0!
Private/Philanthropic Funds $  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -   730,800$       60%
Local Government Funds $  $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $       243,600 20%

 $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $                 -    $   1,218,000 

Project Cost/Budget – Programs (if applicable)

Project Cost/Budget – Construction Projects (if applicable)

Project Construction Expenses Totals per year

Description

Building a database of most likely targets to live and 
work in the region

Total Construction Expenses Project Cost                                                                                                         (all fiscal 
years)

 None  

Building a marketing campaign using he developed 
database to generate a pool of qualified candidates

Total Project Cost                                                                                                                                                  (all fiscal years; 
Construction Expenses + Program Expenses) 

Description

Description

Developing a program to incentivize and recruit 
Developing a program to create a pipeline of workers 

Project Program Expense Totals per year
 $1,218,000 - $1,470,000 

#VALUE!

Total Program Expenses Project Cost                                                                                                            (all fiscal 
years)

Total Project Income                                                                                                                                           (all fiscal years)
 $                                                                                                     -   

Project Income Totals per year

Funding Source

 Totals dependent upon county 
participation & setup costs in year 

one with ongoing management 
costs 

Based on lowest estimated 
program cost
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